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ENGAGE + INSPIRE
your staff and customers with experiences by The Social Outfit

- Pop-Up Markets
Bring some colour to your foyer with our pop-up market. We sell ethical, sustainable and

locally made gifts that create training and employment opportunities for women from
refugee backgrounds. Add  an interactive craft table to enhance guest experience!

- Workshops & Masterclasses
Bring your people together for a unique learning experience with The Social Outfit. Online

and in-person classes and experiences are led by our Production Manager Joucelen Gabriel,
co-facilitated by members of our sewing team from the refugee community.



Mending
Masterclass

"The most sustainable garment is the one
already in your wardrobe"  

~ Orsola De Castro. Founder Fashion
Revolution.

 
Mending your clothes is a sustainable way to

increase the lifespan of your clothing and
reduce waste. Learn darning, patching,

repairing buttonholes and mending seams. 
All hand stitching. Kits can be provided. 

No experience necessary! 
 

Taught by The Social Outfit Production Manager
Joucelen Gabriel.



Upcycled Tote
Bags

Connect and create with your team in this
interactive tote bag making workshop. 

Using remenant textiles guest will create their
own unique tote bag.  

Can be taught online or in person.
 

All hand stitching.  Individual kits provided. 
No experience necessary! 

 
Taught by The Social Outfit Production

Manager Joucelen Gabriel.



Gifts that do good
 

The Social Outfit will bring a colourful market
stall with a range of beautiful, ethical,

sustainable products made in Sydney by women
from refugee backgrounds.

 
Products: Necklaces, Earrings, Purses, Tote
Bags, Silk Scarves, Notebooks, Face masks.

 
Market will be staffed by young women who have

graduated from our Retail Training Program.

Pop-Up Christmas 
Market 



Bring your markets to life with an interactive
Christmas craft table.

 
We'll bring all the craft supplies- the sparkly, shiny,

ruffly bits and pre-made Christmas Stockings,
manufactured ethically made in our Sydney studio.

Guests pop over to the table to stitch, glue and
embellish their very own unique Christmas

stocking, ready to fill with gifts!
 

Taught by The Social Outfit Production Manager
and women from refugee backgrounds.

Decorate a Christmas
Stocking



ABOUT US:
 

The Social Outfit is a fashion label with
a difference. We provide employment

 and training to people from refugee
and new migrant communities in

clothing production, retail, design and
marketing.  

 
We do this through our retail clothing

store and ethical manufacturing
workroom in Newtown Sydney,

producing ethical fashion that reflects
a hopeful Australian spirit. 

 



Rates for Experiences
UPCYCLED TOTE BAG & MAKE-DO AND MEND
Online, one teacher - $1,000 + GST  (up to 50 px, additional px $20)
In-person, 2 teachers - $1,500 + GST (up to 50 px, additional px $20 )
Plus kits - $25pp, includes all materials individually packed and shipped to single address. 
Final numbers to be supplied 2 weeks before workshop.

DECORATE A CHRISTMAS STOCKING
3hr interactive craft table with 2 teachers - $2,000 + GST (includes all craft supplies)
Plus stockings - $15 each.
Final numbers to be supplied 2 weeks before workshop.

All experiences bookings enable The Social Outfit to continue our mission, supporting women from refugee
backgrounds with training and employment empowering them to  kick start their career in Australia.



Contact:
Kate Clugston

Partnerships + Development
kate@thesocialoutfit.org

M: 0407 070 714


